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CORRESPONDENCE. 

A~NAPOLis, 23rd February, 1852. 

Rev. and Dear Sir_, 

IT is our pleasant duty, in behalf ,of the ALUMNI OF ST. J onNS , to 
thank .you for the br:illiant Discourse delivered this day at the Annual Com
mencement. In requesting a copy for pul;Jlication, we but express the gene
,ral wish of those who .enjoy;t;d its delivery-also to see it in print. 

:R,ev. Williant Pinkney. 

.Gentlemen, 

Y f!ry Faithfqlly 
You,r Friends, 

WILL. H. TucK, 
A. RANDALL, 
·Tnos. J. WILSON. 

ANN ~l' o L 1 s, Fe.(n-uary 24th , 1852 . 

I ACKNOWLEDGE the receipt of your letter of the 23rd, with feelings of 
sincere pleasure ; and although I am confident, that both you and our bre
th_ren of the Alumni, for whom you act, have, in the kindliness of your 
feelings, attached to my Address a value to which it has no inherent claim, I 
must in this , as in th,e first acceptance of the honor, submit to your united 
will. Thanking you for the most gratifying manner in which yoiJ have dis
charged your duty, 

I ~m, Most Faithfully, 
Your Friend, 

W, PINKNEY. 

Hon. Judge 'J1uc1c, Roi). Jl. Randall, Thos. J. Wilson, Esq. 
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I ADDRESS · 

GEN'.rLEMEN OF THE ALUMNI 

AND STUDENTS OF ST. JOHNS :-

The sight of these dear familiar walls-the reenacting, now 
and here, of this sublime and affecting scene-the transition of 
these young gentlemen from the tender and delightful associa
tions and important duties of college life to the noble and ex
citing deeds of manhood, when they must begin the rugged, 
up-hill toil of actual existence and take their places among 
men-these all serve to recall to mind , not less thei r responsi
bilities, than ours, who like them were once nurturer! in this 

venerable seat of learning. 
We are assembled together for mutual congratulations and 

for mutual improvement. A time-honored cust~rn is the bond 
that binds us. At the call of our Alma Mater, we have met 
together to mingle our heartfelt rejoicings amid the stirring 
reminiscencies of the past, and the glowing picturings of the 
future , when hope, with her pencil, is touching the canvass 
with its most beautiful and delicate hues. 

The occasion is full of eloquence. 'Tis replete with gran
deur. No mortal tongne can do it justice. Its most powerful 
and impressive advocate is the silence of the past and the future ; 
the one, not less eloquent in its losses than its gains, the other 
in the hopes, which are doomed to be disappointed or else des
tined to be realised in the fruits of more than a golden harvest. 

To you, young gentlemen, just crowned with the honors of 
your Alma JYiater and introduced into 1be society of your 
brethren, the Alumni, this occasion is one of both interest and 
sublimity. Your imagination kindles and glows with 1he first 
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6 AN ADDRESS, DELl vERED BEFORE THE 

noble pulsations of the heart;s throbbings, as you feel that the 
step is taken which is to remove you from the pupilage of 
others ~o your own guardianship. In us, it awakens those sad 
but soul-arousing thoughts, which hopes that had their birth 
here, on this consecrated soil, foll as bright as those you now 
fondly ~herish, only half realized or else tot1tlly blighted .• can
not fail ~o engender. To you the occasion is a thrilling bril
liant pros.pective, while to us it is a fearful ar:i~ in some respects 
a mel<:J.noholy retrospect. 

Education is the theme we have chosen. ;N' ot, however, its 
,claims upon the foste,ring care Qf the State, which h,<1-s been 
discussed* with an ability and research that :have left nothing 
for us to gl,ean, not even -the fe'y straggling sheaves, which an 
ordinary generosity i::; .accustome.d to leave for the reward find 
enco,urag~ment of the unfortunate gleaner. No, nor its influ
ence up9.11 the respor;i.sibility of the American citizen in the 
preser;it stupendous juncture of human atfair1;1, which this time 
two ye,1trs wa§ pressed with sp much sound practical wisdom 
and patriotic ardor by the ge1;ttleman,t whqm yqur judgment 
happily select.ed as the or~tor qn that occasion. It is in neither 
of these imp9rtant aspectf,l th~t we propose to consider it. We 
wquld :;tddress to your uqderstandings and your fe.elings a few 
thoughts upon educatior;i coqtemplated frorn anot.Q.er point of 
view, viz., as the beginqing of the life-work of man-the 
lea~en, whi.ch ii;; to diffuse itself through the whole of the after
existence- tre very warp and woof that are to be 'foven into 
the whole moral and intelle.ctual fabric of ~he future man-the 
commencer~ent of a work, .which running through the whole 
circle of coming years, ever approxjmates its destined goal; but 
still, by the very law of our being, must ever continue this side 
of it, wherein npthing is completed, nothipg finished. Edu
cation has its beginning here. 'rlrn key that opens the door 
of the most richly furnished <;hambers of the temple of learning, 
is here entrusted to our care and keeping. Lessons of wisdom 
are .here impartep, which we must work out in solid and sub
stantial fruit. The college is the image of the wide world we 
enter. Here the ~vork begins. But education is not what, 
alas ! too maqy of the young men of our day are prone to re-

*Judge Tuck. 
t Hon. A. Randall. 
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gard it, a sort of scaffolding, which is used in the consfruetion 
of an edifice, but useless the very moment that edifice, which 
after all is but the work of mere childish hands and patiially 
developed moral and intellectual facullies, is erected. i't is 
rather the golden stair-way, by which we are to ascend, flight 
after flight, until our eye shall have rested upon every object 
of attraction, and our footstep have threaded· all the ,\iinding 
labyrinths of the stupendous temple as yet above arid be
yond us. 

We would talk to you of the responsibilities 'vhich have just 
begun, which meet you in every direction, now that you are 
about to choose what position you will occupy in the society 
you have entered-responsibilities which are the result of the 
careful education you have already received, the j ust conse
quences of the toil and expense, already lavished upon your 
intellectual and moral training- responsibilities, V:1hich our 
own better experience teaches us; are so little weighed and 
appreciated by the young men· of this age and country. 

You have received the rudiments of leurning~you have 
pored with delight over the pages of the Greek and Latin 
classics; and felt, as the prospect opened and expanded before 
you, some slight kindlings of the more than magic influence 
and power of those thoughts and deeds of grandeur. You 
have been taught the beauty and propriety of a close, calm 
and patient analysis of the philology of the languages, wherein 
are stored up those rich choice gems of thought and feeling, of 
more than the diamond sparkle and ruby solidity. You have 
caught frvm the genius of your accomplished and consummate 
Professor of Languages,* (whose n.{lme is identified with our 
brightest recollections of this seat of learning, the only surviving 
link that connects the past with the present,) the happy secret 
of solving the many difficulties which meet' the aspiring stu
dent, every step he takes in the study of tlie ancients-and 
you are now qualified to use with both skill and success those 
invaluable instruments of learning.· You can read Demos
thenes and Zenophon, Thucydides and Longinus, Cicero and 
Livy, in the languages they have immortalized, with some 
nice appreciation of the bean ties that are lost to all,. but the 

,, Dr. Edward Sparks. 
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8 AN ADDRESS, DELIVERED BEFORE THE 

students of th~ 01~iginals. And to what end? Why, I · ask, 
have you been thus carefully trained? Is it, can it be, that. 
with nine-tenths of the educated young men of Columbia, you 
may lay aside your grammars and the clasl'ics, the clavis to 
which is nearly all that the most diligent and accomplished 
graduate has obtained, and consign them to long years of ne
glect? Is it, can it be, that you may turn away from them as 
1hough they were mere childish toys, designed to be the pastime 
of boyhood? The academic groves, with their buds and blos
soms, their refreshing shade and towering branches! suppose 
you they were rneant to be trodden qnly by tottering footsteps 
and viewed by half-closed eyelids, when you remember that 
the spirits of Plato and Socrates are heard to whisper in every 
breeze that wakes their undying melody! To so act and argue 
is to forfeit the highest end of all sound education, and stultify 

the yery guardians of your youth. 
Our past education! what is it, but the beginning of a work, 

which we are to carFy forward, and that too, in part, by the 
use of the very instruments that were here employed. Not 
simply pursuing, as we will have to do, the perplexing laby
rinths of profes3ional life, or the not less difficult passes of mer
cantile and mechanic life, and expanding our powers of thought, 
here but partially developed, by the acquisition of fresh practical 
knowledge;-we must take along with us, as helps and assist
ancies, the very elements of our education, and out of them, 
and with them, construct an edifice of general literature, which 
\vill abide with us as long as we live, and open up for enjoy
ment and usefulness, fountains that can never run dry. The 
use of their study at all, it seems to me, must of necessity imply 
the wisdom and propriety of the prosec-ution of it to the close 

of life. 
And here it may not be unimportant to my argument, to 

glance for a moment at the true uses of the classics, as a fun
damental part of all sound education. Time was, when such 
a discussion would have been deemed a work of supereroga
tion. But the times are changed, and uot a few there are, ' 
who now boldly denounce the system, which assigns so impor
tant a position to the study of what are called the dead lan
guages. Dead languages indeed!- Dead they are not, for 
they live in all the literature ofthe world. They are the very 
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life bt6od 6{the present onward march of human mind. They 
are riow what they ever have been, the most powerful quick
eners of thought, the most copious fountains of all that is grand 
and august in eloquence anJ profound in mental phil~sophy. 
The idea that the imaginative faculty is improved, while but 
little.if any thipg is imparied to the vigor of the reasoning pow
ers by this pleasing and fascinating study-that it is · rather a 
beatitiful a!'1d elegant accomplishment, than a great practical 
blessing to pi·actkal men, is a libel upon the flncients. :Properly 
studied, where the professci1•; is equal to the task and can lead 
the ,inquisitive scholar into all the depths and heights of an 
author's meaning, and thro~ the light of history and geography 
upon the giound traversed, as you know is the preeminent 
distinction· or' sL Johns, d~4re is no study which is more rich 
in its infl.uenc~ upon all the powers of the human1 mind, the 
reasoning, as the imaginative, than this. Like the.noble study 
of the mathe1iia'.tics,·-it strengthens the understant'!:'ing, and de
velopes the powers of concentration anc1 amplit~1de; while;at 
the same time, it elevates and enlarges the imagination, and calls 
into exercise those keen and delicate perceptions of the beauty 
and force of sentiihent, and the copiousnesif and expressiveness 
of language, which, like music tones, are th'e fosult of combined 
skill and prac1ice: The mind learns in every faculty, ih this 
noble department of the learning of tl:i~ schools. To find out 
the meaning of ah author, what must be dorie by the earnest 
and ambitious scholar? He must expose to a careful and rigid 
analysis the words and thoughts, and in cases of difficulty he 
must, by patient philological research and' deep reflection, catch 
the scope of the argument and the analogy of the parts, each 
to the other. Sometimes the itsus loquendi-'and the grammati· 
cal construction will not of themselves suffice to determine the 
sense ;~ and then the only mode left to elucidate the passage is 
to dive deeper still into the author~s mind, and so study what 
may be called his idiosyncracy of iritellect,·as from himself to 
catch· the true image of his meaning. · Of course we are speak
ing now of the student, who studies to rnasler his author, who 
seeks· so to imbibe his spirit as to think with· his thoughts. And 
when· from the books of the school, you' turn to the more diffi
cult and philosophic writers, you ·will find· the intellectual exer
cise proportionably increased: 

2 
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10 AN ADDRESS, DELIVERED BEFORE THE 

And all this while, the student is imperceptibly acquiring 
a more copious and exact knowledg·e of the beauty, flexibility 
and singular copiousness of his own vernacular, and becoming 
a more perfect niaster of the lucidus ordo and coherency, which 
are the surest passports to immortality, as writers and as orators. 
Thus taught the imagination becomes, what it ever should be, 
the handmaid of reason; a burning mirror, that pictures the 
argument on· the brain and leaves it thus, not a cold abstrac
tion; but in living beauty, magnificence and power, the bright 

reality it i~. 
If this be a ' true and impartial estimate of this one branch of 

human learning, (and I-select it from its sister branches because 
it suits my purpose best,) does it not become us to bestow upon 
it constant attention, such atter:ition as will qualify us to hold 
easy nml profitable converse with the biost furnished minds of 
antiquity? The work in the college building is not half ac
complished. It i3 in reality, barely thoroughly begun. The 
knowledge of the skilful use of the tools to work with, is nearly 
all the knowledge we can acquire within the walls of our Alma 
111.ater. The acquaintance which you, young brethren of the 
Alumni, have formed with Dernosthenes and Cicero, Livy and 
Xenophon, Virgil and Horner, and which has justly won for 
you the degree this day conferred, will not satisfy the more 
inquisitive curiosity and p1'ofound study of the future man. 
Every fresh perusal will yield • you a harvest of beauties alto
gether new·. In history, philosophy, eloquence and poetry, 
you will discover a field of boundie~s dimensions, travelled 
over by your footsteps in youth, but without a discovery of the 
luscious fruit that g1·ew upon-it, or the flowers that were bathed 
in its twi licrht aews-and then the field will expand-and new 

0 

authors, of fragrant memory, altogether too abstruse for the 
schools, but still eminently suggestive of lhe beautiful and the 
useful, will invite the perusal of your more experienced and 
ripened judgment. For the studies we prosecute here, in the 
classics alone, open up before us a mngnificent vista extending 
through long ages of thought, when giants were on the earth, 
and years were devoted to the latest finish of their immortal 
works; when the "labor lirnce et mora" of the poet, were prac
tised, and men chose "materiam viribus . cequam." And I 
would i111plore you, young genflemen, by the rich promise you 
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have this day given of your future career, to cultivate the iron 
nerve and manly will, which will enable you to prove, that 
you are worthy of the education you have received , and wide 
awake to its deathless grandeur and glory, by weaving it into 
your future, moral and intellectual being among men . 

'I'he Greek an<l Latin languages are ours. Y ears of hard 
study have ripened our knowledge of them, until they nre so 
far .mastered by us, ae to make any further acquisition in them, 
a thing of comparative ease, provided we go on to acquire this 
increasing familiai ity from the present moment. Begin now, 
while tbe dew is upon your path, and the path ·will be rn10other 
and lhe way pleasant. The motives to exertion are many and 
powerful. Lift up your eyes and look upon the field that lies 
spread out before you, in all the freshness and splendor of the 
morning landscape. We confess, the sight of it brings pain 
to us. vVe nre conscious, that through just such neglect as 
we would, with great diffidence, caution you against, much of 
it is to us as sterile as the sands of Arabia, though indeed, in 
and of itself, it is a very Goshen of delights. And it is in the 
deep and burning shame of this consciousness of neglect, and 
the overwhelming sense of the loss sustained, that we would 
now counsel you. The works of antiquity are the works we 
would have you study, not once, but again and again-works 
which have lived in the wreck of all other human things, 
which were the fruit of the most painful toil aud wrought with 
the indefatigable zeal and assiduous care of architects, who felt 
that they were working for posterity; and who, in the greatness 
of their souls resolved, that their work should n ever perish, but 
endure as intellectual pyramids, in which their memories should 
be embalmed, and on which their names shoutd be inscribed 
in living letters, that no succeeding wave of time could possibly 
wash out-works which it took a lifetime to complete, and 
tasked the mightiest efforts of genius, enriched by centuries of 
learning, to put into appropriate shape and form. There is 
Homer, who first conceived, and then gave to the world, the 
brilliant execution of the Epic Poem; the prince of poets, 
who, though centuries removed from us, is still at the very 
apex of the column of fame by universal consent , followed by 
the stupendous geniuses who have emulated his glory, and more 
nearly approached by Milton, of the English tongue, than any 
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otherof his rivals; and by him approached, because h«;: had 
learn~d to drink of the Mreonidean fount . In the striking char
acters"introduced, each, like the picturings o.f Ra,phrel on the 
glowing canvass, standing out in the bold contours ,of distinct 
personality; in the almost infinite richness and variety of the 
illustrations borrowed from nature, and like nature herself 
beautiful or grand as the ,occasion required; in the rushing and 
impetuous eloquence of ~he narrative, his poems will ever prove 
a study w,orthy of the fu,ll powers of the fully <levdope,d man . 
And then there is Herodotus the historian, whose imagination 
is constant.ly pouring fo;~;h digressions in the g,1:aceful flow of 
his narrati~'e, of such singular beauty, that they are welcomed 
(to use the. ,language of ~ distinguis,hed scholar of Oxford) as 
half-way ho~ses, where the wearied attention may be relieved, 
a~d the fan.cy regaled. And then t.here is Thucydides, the 
co~nterpart of Herodotus, the philosophic histpri<~m, of such 
ra;·e impartiality, patience ~f' research and superiority over pre
judice, that he could be trusted to ~rite of the things he saw; 
whose work .proves him to be, notwithstanding the occasional 
obscurity ~f his style, the theme of Cicero's ~i·iticism, not less 
an orator, th~n an intellige~t narrator of facts, ~nd whose deep, 
philosophic, dis,criminating .l'.ast of mind, is reflected in almost 
every page of his imperishabl,e work. These all join to invite 
our future study, and promise to repay it with the richest reward 
that mi~d ~~n irnpm;t to mind. , I will not pause to . speak of 
Demosthenes and Cicero, Virgil and Horace, Livy and Sallust, 
Plato, and Socrates, who lives but in Plato, and the reminis
cences of Xenophon. They are all before us. They all 
claim to be our companions through life, to go forth with us 
when we leave these halls, and .enrich us with the stores of their 
accumulated learning. One hour of daily critical converse 
with some one or other of them, we undertake to say, will 
make us not less easy than delighted in their company. 

It may be said, that we can have access to those noble pro
ductions of the scholars, who have rreceded us, and that 
through their translations, we may, without toil and long fa_ 
tiguing labor, extract from them all the gold they contain. 
The argument is preeminently weak in all its parts. "'l'rue it 
is," (to use the language of one of the brightest lights of this 
Western continent,) "these may be all now read in our ver-
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nacular tongue. But only as one rememl:iers the face of a 
dead friend, by gathering up the ;broken fragments of his im
age-as one listens lo the tale of .a dream twice told-as one 
catches the roar of the ocean in t:h.e ripple of .the rivulet-- as 
one sees the blaze of noon in the first glimmer of twilight." 

There is a fulness, freshneEs, idiomatic force and expressive
ness in the original, which you well know n,o translator can 
catch, no matter how deeply imbued he ,may be with the mas
ter spirit of the original. We are free to admit, that translations 
are of singular advantage to .o.ur more advanc,ed study of the 
ancients. ·They are accomplished criticisms; roost valuable 
helps to in(ei:pretalion, and where not slavishly followed or re
ceived with ,blind credulity, they may, .with .profit, be studied 
and examined wi~h the originals, by those who hp.ve, for them
selves, alre;ady mastered the philology and philosophy of the 
languages. We ,are free to ad,mit that they a1;e .of inestimable 
value to those, who, unfortunately, are ignorant .of the originals. 
But oh! :who that is just beginning life, at the close of the 
collegia\e ,career, with the balmy atrnosph,er.e and clustering 
fruit of the academic groves all around him; i,n the midst of 
the daz_,zling visions of the future, and the kind~ing enthusiasm 
of the scliolaF-spirit within hi~n, would listen to such weak 
counselling of ease and self indulgence; or s.uffer himself to be 
misled and duped by an argurn,ent so full of sophistry? Who, 
in the freshness of life's early dawn, when hope is beating high, 
and the first bu,ds of ancient lit.erature, a ros,e from P.arnassus, 
or a myrtle from Mount Cy Ilene, are just bursting on ,his sight, 
could rest .contente,d with the rnere report of another, while it 
was his own high privilege to go into those luxuriant gardens, 
and pluck the flow.ers and the frujt that were ri10.st congenial 
to the taste, and tempting to t.he sight? Moreover, the use of 
translations alone would neµtruli~,e the whole benefit of the 
intellectual training, which t)1,e study of the originals cannot 
fail to bestow. , 

This critical study of the classics, ,continued from day to day, 
all through life, is a thing of toil. It is work, work, every inch 
of it; a mighty work, the constant struggle of mind with mind. 
It is not, what some might be pleased to term it, "studium 
otii." Not at all. It is work. But it is work which wilI 
soon accommodate itself to the sinew and muscle, that are· 

'' 
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trained to constant exercise. It is work which will each day 
become easier, until at last the very idea of labor will be swal
lowed up in that of rich enjoyment. 

The notion that literature in its widest signification is of no 
avail' or ralher, prejudicial to proficiency ia professional life, is 
preposterous; and yet it is not without its advocates. Let the 
profession be named, which can dispense, without l-0ss, with 
sound ancient literature, and we yield the point without debate. 
Passing by the profession of medicine and theology, let us take 
for illustration the profession of the law. We honor it, because 
it is noble .and elevating. The recollection of its mighty mas
ter s.pirits is among the most vivid of our life's young being. 
Its end is the triumph of juslice; its means, enlightened reason, 
enriched with learning and radiant with eloquence; and its cir
cumference of usefulness, wide as the bomidaries of civilization. 
It makes every thing in the circle of nature, and of science, tri
butary to itself. It lays its hand upon every region in the 
territory of thought, and appropriates its treasures to the defence 
of innocence, and the maintenance of · right. We speak of the 
law as it should be; and we ask, what more befitting compan
ions for the young men, who are preparing for the forum and 
the courts of judicature, and aspiring to become the expounders 
of the constitution and the laws, than Demosthenes and Cicero, 
Herodotus and Thucydides, Plato and Aristotle? Does bril
liancy diminish the solidity of the diamond? does the sparkle 
on the ocean 'vave take from the depth of ocean? 1'he deepest 
and profoundest study of the driest principles of the common 
law may be carried on, aye, has been carried on, in the midst 
of the critical study of the classics of Greece and Rome, not 
only without detriment to proficiency, but with signal advan
tage to the depth and practical power of the advocate. Judge 
Story, "dulce nmnen observatur ad aures," one of the most 
accomplished jurists that ever presided over an American tri
bunal-the contemporary and equal of Marshall and Kent, 
that proud triumvirate of American jurisprude.nce-a name 
never to be mentioned by the scholar without reverence-a 
model of intellectual culture, that any young man might be 
proud to imitate-whose learning was drawn from the most 
erudite sources, and adorned with an eloquence that few may 
hope to equal-Judge Story, speaking of the late distinguished 

,, 
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attorney general Legare of South Carolina, says: "That it is a 
most singular circumstance, that eminence in general literature 
should, in the public mind, detract trom a man's repiltatioll as 
a lawyer. It is an unworthy prejudice, for certainly the sci
ence of juri3prudence may borrow, as well as receire ornament, 
from the cultivation of all the other branches of human learn
ing." And if there were wanting a practical illustration of 
this most admirable criticism, 1here could not be desired ' 6h·e 
more brilliant and conCl'usive than the patriot orator and elo" 
quent jurist. For the depth of theil'legal knowledge was only 
equalled by the richness and variety of their literary attain
ments; 

I know that difficulties· throng the pathway I would recotn
mend. Much easier is it to counsel than to execute. It is a 
herculean task to blend a life of business with a life of study. 
But surely he, who speaks in the presence of those who have 
just won the high honors of their Alma Mater, and are panting 
for still higher distinction, would be alike wantin<T to himself 

; b 

and them, if he were to counsel self-indulgence or a criminal 
sloth: Business, study, enterprise, the laudable ambi'tiou to 
make the utmost of the powers we have, are the atmosphere of 
this quiet retreat. Would yon have us, now. that the arena is 
widening around you, and we have come back after long years 
of separation, to lay our humble tribute of gratitude owthis 
venerable shrine, and offer our congratulations to you ,' our 
y;ounger brethren-I repeat, would you have us acknowledge 
or recognize the existence of any other principle, than ·that of a 
wholesome, continuous exertion? Wete we so unmindful· of 
our dnty to ourselves and you, we should be put to the blush 
by every sight and sound that meets the eye and ear. This is 
an age· 0f eminent activity, onward is its truest definition: The 
laggard 'is· without a type in the buzz of panting enterprise and 
bolt! adventure-and he who would act his part, or fulfil his 
mission, must be up and doing. Earnestness must be the very 
element of the life he leads. 

Beauties of nature cluster all · around u~. The mild, yet 
majestic Severn, almost unrivalled in the clearness and liquid 
beauty of its fl.ow, and the broad, bold Chesapeake, combine to 
lend their enchantment to the scene that daily meet& your ad
miring view. There is something in a spot like this, of quiet 
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gra'n'deur and retired beautj, to indicate it an academic retreat. 
Asfociations of power are all around us! Mighty men have 
stootl, where we now stahi:I'! Still mightier deeds have been 
enacted within sight of this venerable Institution. Strains of 
eloquence, which might well rival the eloql.tence of Greece 
and Rome, because fed · from their own exhaustless fountains, 
and· kept by diligent culture in a copious and healthful flow, and 
which have moved and swayed, as by irresistible impulse, the 
hearts and minds of multitudes, found here the arena for their 
first wondrous development. Great names overshadow us! 
1'he spirits of the ]'fast seem to hover over this beautiful hall, 
so long consecrated' to learning, and still radiant With its bright
est beams ! They stJeak to us from the drooping bi.1t giant limbs 
of yon majestic poplar, whic~ stands now, where" it stood a 
century ago, in all ' its pride; beneath whose fosteHng shade, 
their souls were attuned to deeds and thoughts"of greatness. 
1'he voice of one a:nd all combine to lend their sole"inn elo
quence to this occasion, and point, with pec'uliar emphasis, to 
that much neglected path we w'ould have you tread: 

There is power in"the place, and power'in· the meh· to mbve 
our every soul to action! If Cicero could· counsel Marcus, his 
son, in those thrilling words, "Te abundare oportetpraxeptis 
institutisque philosopliice propter summam' doctoris auctori
tatem et urbis; quorum alter te scientia'augere potest, altera 
exemplis," may we' not, in view of our Alma· Mater and· this 
venerable city, once known by the name of the Modern Athens, 
assert., that it behooves us to abound in all that can add dignity 
to the intellect and· purity to the character, propter sumrnam 
doctoris auctoritatem et urbis; quorum alter nos augere potest 
altera exemplis. The shades of the illustrious dead are here 
to enforce my feeble advocacy of this cause! Key, the poet 
and the orator, who with that singular fortune which few others 
posse~sed, save the Father of his country, actually inscribed his 
name upon the floating stars·and stripes, so that it now floats tri
umphantly in every sea that is freighted with our commerce!
Key, whose genius was not more conspicuous on Parnassus than 
in the forum of debate !-the man, whose commanding talents 
were all consecrated to virtue and to virtue's deeds, was accus
tomed· to spend, in the study of the classics, moments which 
are 01'<.iinarily squandered by the young in vapid pleasures and 
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senseless reveries. The fire of Homer and the grandeur of 
Demosthenes were familiarized to his mind. He loved to lin
ger, in the pride of his manly beauty, as when his sun went 
down while it was yet day, on .classic ground . And never 
shall I forget the music tones of his voice, as, a short time before 
his death, lie repeated one of the Latin Psalms of Buchanan, 
and in a strain of rich criticism, dwelling upon its beauties, 
pronounced it, in the softness of its fl.ow and the purity of its 
diction, to be not unworthy the latinily of the Ciceronian age. 
MuJray, Key's bosom companion, not less lovely in his life 
and death, who might have transmitted his own chivalrous 
and heroic spirit to our gallant Navy, and identified himself 
with its rising glory-that Navy which has given to this beau
tiful city another institution of learning, which , under its pre
ser).t admirable disciplii1e and distinguished corps of Professors, 
is sending forth officers worthy of our national character; who 
will be.ar the olive branch of peace for their country's glory, 
and if need require, wake again those mighty thunders which 
have made the names of P erry and Hull, Decatur and Bain
bridge, the terror of the seas. I repeat, Murray, who might 
have identified himself with the rising glory of the Navy, had 
he not chosen rather the life of the private christian gentleman, 
was a ripe scholar, perfectly at home on Roman and Grecian 
ground. Shaw too was a scholar; but alas ! he died too young 
to give more than the opening bud of that scholarship to the 
country; and that bud yet lives in freshness and in beauty here 
in the garden of his youthful training. 

Time would fail me to name all the sons (some of whom 
were lumina eloquentice) of whom Maryland may be justly 
proud, whose eloquence, though now a by-gone tradition, has 
left an echo behind, that still makes vocal your halls of legisla
tion and courts of judicature-who have won a world-wide 
fame, and the most illustrious of whom were earnest students 
in the path we have pointed out- your exemplars and mine, 
brethren of the Alumni, in all that can give dignity to human 
attainments, and might and majesty to human eloquence . 
These were not mere dependents on genius, however brilliant. 
They were hard-working, laborious, earnest-minded men, who 
well knew that those who would be principes inter pares, a,nd 
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leave their impress upon the age, must do it by u steady appli
cation of mind to the pursuits of learning. 

It is said that Boston is eloquent in incident anu association; 
and he must be dead to the beauty and power of all that is rich 
in incident and thrilling in circumstance, who does not concede 
the justice of the high euloguim. But Euston is not a whit 
more eloquent in those mighty springs of human action, than 
Annapolis. If the tea exploit of the one wakes the patriot bo
som of her youth to high enthusiasm; the other boasts of u like 
illustrious exploit. If Washington blew the first bugle blast of 
freedom 011 Boston heights, and unsheathed beneath the old 
American Elm the sword that was to win his country's free
dom-it was in Annapolis he returned it to 'its scabbard without 
one dishonoring stain upon it, when that country's freedom 
was achievecl. Oh then, do you not see, that he who would 
address you on an occasion like the present, rn ust sink his own 
personal insignificance in the glory and grandeur that every 
where surround him! "The past is secure."-It can never 
perish.-It is written on the page of history. 

When that page is closed and men cease to read it ·with de
light, then, indeed, will national exaltation be a dream and 
freedom live but in name. 

Young gentlemen, when you step from this platform and 
turn to receive the warm greetings of your friends, who have 
witnessed with not less pride than pleasure the triumphs of 
your toil and skill-you will have passed the gulf that separates 
boyhood from manhood. Henceforth you will have to be the 
architects of your own future renown. Obstacles, which it is 
no part of wisdom to diminish or conceal, will confront you 
from the start. You must grapple with them like men. The 

, pathway of eminence is literally strewed with difficulties, and 
as you traverse it you will find it illuminated with a halo of 
glory-and while your inexperienced zeal may well quake 
and tremble at their magnitude and seeming invincibility, there 
will come up from the abysses of the past many voices to stim
ulate and encourage you, by recalling· to mind those mighty 
triumphs, the achievement of which the pen of history has 
already immortalized. · Those difficulties have all been van
quished, and you may henceforth regard them only as so many 
trophies of a battle fought and won . Temptations to in<lolence 


